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Abstract—The aim of partially and dynamically reconfigurable hardware is to provide an increased flexibility through the load of multiple applications on the same reconfigurable fabric at the same time. However, a configuration bit-stream loaded at runtime should be created offline for each task of the application. Moreover, modern applications use a lot of specialized hardware blocks to perform complex operations, which tends to cancel the "single bit-stream for a single application" paradigm, as the logic content for different locations of the reconfigurable fabric may be different. In this paper we propose a design flow for generating compressed configuration bit-streams abstracted from their final position on the logic fabric. Those configurations will then be decoded and finalized in real-time and at run-time by a dedicated reconfiguration controller to be placed at a given physical location. Our experiments show that densely routed applications gain the most with a compression factor of more than $2\times$ using the finest cluster size, but coarser coding can be implemented to achieve a compression factor up to $10\times$.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FPGAs can be seen as a sea of logic elements glued together by a dense routing network assuring the data links. Because of the overhead needed by fully programmable logic elements to undertake the implementation of a complex function, FPGA manufacturers add heterogeneous resources in the circuit. These cells perform more efficiently specific tasks such as arithmetic calculations (multiplications, additions, etc.) signal processing or interfacing the chip with incoming and outgoing signals. Logic elements, as well as complex cells and routing network, can be electrically programmed thanks to memory cells tied to each transistor realizing a connection on the logic fabric. Although they are evenly positioned on the circuit, all of these memory cells can be seen as a single memory layer. This configuration memory is intended to receive a bit-stream, the set of each bit determining the state of every configurable element of the FPGA. This leads to increasing bitstream sizes, up to dozens of megabits.

Most bitstream compression techniques in the literature use a compression algorithm like LZSS [1] to reduce the bitstream redundancy and thus require some logic at runtime to decompress a given bitstream. Pan et al. [2] implemented such compression technique and also applied it to reduce the redundancy between multiple bitstreams. On the contrary, Stepień et al. [3] introduced a technique to optimize the logic resources organization during the placement phase in order to reduce the distribution of these resources, which reduce the number of configuration bits required for a given task.

In this paper we introduce the Virtual Bit-Stream (VBS) coding format allowing to abstract the conventional bit-stream from the underlying routing architecture and to provide fast relocation capabilities. A Computer Aided Design (CAD) flow associated with the generation of such bit-stream format is proposed. We also define an architecture relying on a reconfiguration controller to decode and decompress at runtime these VBSs to generate FPGA configurations depending on their physical locations. The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our concept of VBS, discusses the novelty of the solution and presents the general architecture associated with the flow. In Section III, we describe the design flow used to generate the VBS using the VTR framework. Experimental results are presented in Section IV where we compare the size of our Virtual Bit-Stream to a raw bit-stream. Section V concludes this paper and proposes some perspectives of this work.

II. CONCEPT OF VIRTUAL BIT-STREAMS

A. Architecture

The architecture that we use to evaluate our design flow is similar to the island-style architecture used by the Xilinx Virtex circuits. The logic fabric is seen as a sea of logic blocks (LBs) distributed on a grid. The interconnection network is a mesh routing network made of single length routing wires (i.e. each wire interconnects one element of the grid with one of its neighbors). We assume that the basic logic blocks of this FPGA architecture are made of 6-input Look-Up Tables (6-LUT) associated with a flip-flop. In the standard model used by the place-and-route software used in our design flow, Versatile Place and Route (VPR) [4], the inputs and outputs of the circuits are spread on the sides of the logic fabric. However, for our experiments and in the context of dynamic reconfiguration, we will consider these inputs and outputs as part of the heterogeneous logic fabric itself.

The mesh routing network can be split into multiple elements repeated over the reconfigurable fabric to form the interconnection network. As shown in Figure 1.a, horizontal (ChanX) and vertical (ChanY) routing channels (in green) make the connection between the LBs and the routing network. A switch box (in red) is placed at the intersection of ChanX and ChanY to complete the mesh routing network.

B. Virtualization

The goal of our design flow is to produce virtualized bit-streams, which are abstracted of their final placement on the logic fabric. The process of virtualization consist in removing the inner details of the hardware task routing and to only describe its interconnection at a higher level. The virtualization process can be operated at various levels of granularity. At the finest granularity we only consider one logic element of the logic grid and its surrounding routing, consisting of the
horizontal (ChanX) and vertical (ChanY) connection boxes adjacent to the logic element and one switch box interconnecting both connection boxes. These four elements together form a macro, the simplest building block of our logic fabric which can be replicated in both the horizontal and vertical axis to build a variably sized reconfigurable fabric.

If we consider the macro depicted in Figure 1.a, the routing channels consist of \( W \) tracks connected to \( L \) inputs or outputs of the surrounding logic blocks. The switch box of the macro also connects the ChanX and ChanY together. The programmable switches of this macro are either made of pass transistors, tri-state buffers, or a combination of both. A 4-way (cross-shaped) interconnection switch will be implemented with up to six of these programmable switches, while a 3-way (T-shaped) switch will need three programmable switches. In addition to the configuration of the routing structure, the data stored into the logic elements (e.g. the LUT content or the configuration of a hardware block) also adds up to the count of required programmable bits in the configuration bit-stream.

The number of programmable switches is defined by

\[
N_{raw} = N_{LB} + 6 \times (N_S + N_{C+}) + 3 \times N_{CT},
\]

where \( N_{LB} \) is the size of the configuration of the logic block, \( N_S \) is the number of configurable switches in the switch box, \( N_{C+} \) is the number of 4-way (cross-shaped) configurable switches per channel, and \( N_{CT} \) is the number of 3-way (T-shaped) configurable switches per channel. For our architecture consisting of only 6-LUT logic blocks with a flip-flop (i.e. a logic block with 7 inputs/outputs), \( N_{LB} = 2^6 + 1 = 65 \), \( N_{C+} = 7 \times (W - 1) = 28 \), and \( N_{CT} = 7 \). All these programmable switches add up to \( N_{raw} = 284 \) in total for a single macro with five routing tracks. Each of these programmable switches will need one bit of configuration in the bit-stream of this hardware task. Our approach relies on the fact that the routing density varies among the surface of the reconfigurable fabric used by a considered task. The number of configuration elements in the bit-stream remains the same, although their state is set accordingly to the task to perform. The virtualization operation aims to represent the routing part of the macro in another format, smaller than the \( N_{raw} = 284 \) bits required to describe the full bit-stream.

In the example given in Figure 1.b, a macro with \( W = 5 \) tracks contains four routes. The routing network of this macro can be abstracted into a black box where each input and output of the black box is a connection to the surrounding routing channels or logic blocks. Each of these inputs and outputs is assigned an input/output (I/O) number which uniquely represents the I/O across the macro. The VBS corresponding to this macro contains only a list of the connections coded

### Table I: Virtual Bit-Stream format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \log_2(\text{task height}) )</td>
<td>( \text{Task height} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \log_2(\text{task width}) )</td>
<td>( \text{Macro count} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \log_2(\text{list of macros}) )</td>
<td>( \text{List of macros} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position X</td>
<td>( \text{Position X} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Y</td>
<td>( \text{Position Y} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic data</td>
<td>( \text{Logic data} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of connections</td>
<td>( \text{List of connections} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>( \text{In} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out</td>
<td>( \text{Out} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2: Overview of a typical Virtual Bit-Stream architecture](image)

At runtime, the VBS requires an additional decoding step in order to generate a raw configuration bit-stream compatible with the target reconfigurable fabric, as shown on the overview of the architecture in Figure 2. This figure features an external memory containing the VBSs corresponding to each task being loaded and de-virtualized by the reconfiguration controller prior to their insertion on the logic fabric. In order to keep the online decoding step as easy as possible, most of the complexity is off-loaded on the coding part of our design flow, performed offline. As such, the offline part of the flow makes sure that the generated Virtual Bit-Stream will be able to be decoded during the online part, by running the same algorithm and re-ordering the connection lists if necessary.

The de-virtualization algorithm implements a simple router. The VBS data is processed macro by macro and the connection list is expanded in a in-memory macro configuration representing the part of the final bit-stream corresponding to this element of the reconfigurable fabric. Since it is operating at the level of a single macro, the de-virtualization process can be easily parallelized to process multiple macro at once and thus to accelerate the decoding of a VBS. This runtime controller could be implemented and adapted to any reconfigurable fabric. However, the absence of specifications of the bit-stream format for commercially available FPGA architectures prohibits its use on widely used reconfigurable circuits. For the purpose of our experiments, the whole Computer Aided Design
(CAD) flow was developed in the context of the architecture described in Section II-A.

III. CAD IMPLEMENTATION

A. VTR Tool-Flow

The design flow associated with the generation of VBS, depicted in Figure 3, relies on the Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) [5] tool flow. This synthesis framework implements most of the required parts of our CAD flow from the hardware description synthesis to the generation of placement and routing data using the Versatile Place and Route (VPR) [4] software.

Our design flow accepts a hardware description as an input and generates a VBS according to several architecture-dependent parameters (e.g. the channel width, the LUT size) used offline. Although VTR was originally designed for academic purposes as an open-source synthesis framework for the community, some recent initiatives, such as RapidSmith [6], were proposed to connect VTR to commercial Xilinx FPGA. We presently use VTR to generate a partial implementation of the considered FPGA circuit. The result is a synthesized, placed, and routed hardware task fed into our custom VBS generation backend. The VTR part of our design flow could be replaced by any other framework generating similar data.

B. VBS Generation Backend

In contrast to the raw upstream data generated by VTR, our VBS generation software vbsgen outputs a usable VBS ready to be loaded onto the target platform. Vbsgen uses the placement, routing and netlist data obtained from VPR in conjunction with a detailed software model of the reconfigurable architecture to generate the final VBS. The architecture model overlaps with the one used by the VTR framework as it describes the composition of the logic grid of the reconfigurable fabric as well as the structure of the interconnection network of the circuit. Additional data is included in the vbsgen model for the bit-stream generation operation: detailed information on the routing structure and methods to serialize the logic block data are required in addition to what is already present in the VTR architecture.

Internally, vbsgen builds a complete usable description of the target reconfigurable architecture in memory using its model and parameters passed at runtime (e.g. number of tracks in a channel, size of the LUTs). This internal model needs to be thoroughly defined since every slight difference between the VTR architecture, the vbsgen architecture model, and the target architecture can lead to the generation of invalid bit-streams. As stated in Section II-C, vbsgen is responsible for the generation of valid bit-streams that the online controller will be able to decode at runtime. To enforce this behavior and ensure that the online decoding will meet the requirements, the devirtualization algorithm used online is implemented in software and included in a feedback loop during the offline generation of the VBS. Because of the stateful nature of the decoding algorithm, the order of the connections in the connection list of each macro has an important impact on the success of finding a valid routing online. As such, if a generated VBS is proven non-routable by the feedback loop, the connections are reordered to find a non ambiguous order. In the end, if no feasible connection list is found, the raw coding of the considered macro is included in the VBS instead of the smart connection list. This fallback behavior can induce lesser compression gains but guarantees that the hardware task will be handled correctly in all cases during the online placement.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the effects of the VBS described in Section II, using the general architecture introduced in Section II-A. The logic blocks contain a 6-input LUT associated to a flip flop. We used a set of the 20 largest benchmarks from the MCNC circuit suite [7] to test our design flow, listed in Table II. Of these 20 benchmarks, 13 of them contain over a thousand logic blocks. These benchmarks where packed into 6-LUT logic blocks and synthesized using VPR. We let VPR perform its routing using the minimum channel width guaranteeing a feasible routing, as indicated in the MCW column of Table II. In order to make a comparable analysis of these benchmarks together, we normalized these circuits with a channel width of 20 tracks during the generation of the raw bit-streams and the Virtual Bit-Streams. The following subsection studies the compression induced by the Virtual Bit-Stream coding. In subsection IV-B, we analyze the effect of the VBS at a coarser grain.

A. Bit-Stream Compression

As stated in previous sections, the abstract coding of the VBS allows to reduce the storage space footprint of a considered hardware task in comparison to a raw bit-stream. Figure 4 depicts the results of the coding of the 20 MCNC benchmarks into a raw bit-stream (BS) and a Virtual Bit-Stream (VBS). A logarithmic scale is used on the size axis because of the high variance in term of logic area of the benchmark circuits.

We observe an average compression ratio of 41% of the raw bit-stream size over the 20 circuits using our VBS coding.
terms of number of macros per square side of the cluster, as the compression comparison. The cluster size is expressed in the 20 MCNC benchmarks on the same architecture used for VBS.

needs at runtime to perform the online de-virtualization of the higher level of abstraction, at the cost of increased computing power to decode. This aggregation allows to possible to use a coarser grain for the routing abstraction, by the finest possible grain of coding in the context of our work:

B. Virtual Bit-Stream Clustering

The examples introducing the VBS in Section II assumed the finest possible grain of coding in the context of our work: one logic block, surrounded by its local routing. It is also possible to use a coarser grain for the routing abstraction, by clustering multiple macros together. This aggregation allows to pool the routing resources of the cluster and thus to provide a higher level of abstraction, at the cost of increased computing needs at runtime to perform the online de-virtualization of the VBS.

Figure 5 depicts the results of the bit-stream creation of the 20 MCNC benchmarks on the same architecture used for the compression comparison. The cluster size is expressed in terms of number of macros per square side of the cluster, as we only consider regular square clusters. A cluster of size 2 thus aggregates 4 macros together. For each cluster size, the minimum and maximum values of the VBS size of the 20 benchmarks is given by the error bars, along with the geometric mean of this size across the benchmark suite. An additional indicator presents the average value of the compression ratio as a percent of the original raw bit-stream size. As shown by Figure 5, the clustering has an important effect on the compression ratio which decreases from 41% to 9%-15% of the original raw bit-stream size for superior cluster sizes. It shall be noted that although going from no clustering at all to clusters of size 2 increases the compression by a factor of 4×, higher sizes of clusters shows less benefits and can be even worse in terms of bit-stream size, while needing higher computing power to decode.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a design flow for generating compressed configuration bit-streams abstracted from the lower-level routing details of the reconfigurable architecture and from their final position on the reconfigurable fabric. The VTR framework has been expanded to include bit-stream generation features. A bit-stream format is proposed to take part of our approach and the associated architecture was presented. We analyzed the compression induced by our coding method and proved that compression ratios of at least 2.5× can be achieved on the 20 largest MCNC benchmarks. The introduction of clustering which aggregates multiple routing resources together showed compression ratio up to a factor of 10×, at the cost of a more complex decoding step at runtime. Future perspectives on the VBS include extension of the architecture to support commercially available FPGAs as well as the improvement of the associated CAD tool flow to include smarter coding of the VBS to gain in runtime efficiency and in size. The VBS approach can provide increased online relocation capabilities thanks to a decoding algorithm capable of decoding the VBS on-the-fly during the task migration.
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